
Barrel PreShower Detector
(towards understanding)

•Where Jaro left..
•Some more info for completeness
•Back to Barrel-PSD correlation
•Fixing from observations
•Looking back how mapping is done
•Do we understand?



Plot for correlation of RefMultiplicity and PSDNhit

Plot for Tower Total energy vs PreShower total ADC

What is this straight band?



Correlation and Closeup



Observations so far:
 In groups of every 20 towers,
       4 Towers are nicely correlated
       4 towers are off by 8
       4 towers are off by 16

One module has 20 towers in a row.
In mapping, an offset of 4 is applied for each 20, 
 change the offset and then…





Electron after correction:
Project tracks with p> 1 and look at the ADC distribution…



How does the Map work here…
PSD Electronics used 4800 channels from (300*120) SMD channels
300*120 SMD channels were taken from about 100 times more SVT
channels.

2400 32-bit words give 4800 PRS ADC
Sequential channel numbers are to be mapped to PRS Id 

Smallest Unit is PMT-crate housing MAPMTs

Channels are read in units of 4 from each row alternatively,
  whih way does it start, eta=0 or eta=1? 
 Marcia took eta=0 as starting point.





So, the approach is,

 Starting point for each PMT box and add in terms of 4 for 
Alternate rows.
So there are offsets like,
0,1,2,3
Then
20,21,22,23

Q: Channels are read in units of 4 from each row alternatively,
  which way does it start, eta=0 or eta=1? 
 Marcia took eta=0 as starting point.



How it should go in fixed map....

Then Marcia’s new observation of tower arrangement.
And now new offset, and correlation is lost..



So, where we are:

PMT arrangement seems OK.

Needs clarification on how FEE channels are connected to PMT
 connector…

•PSD seems to have well-correlated behaviour with global detector
      (straight band.., corruption in PRS?
•For correlated towers, MIP and electron response seems to fine 
      as expected


